12 STEPS OF PREPAREDNESS

DISASTER PREPAREDNESS KIT ESSENTIALS

JANUARY: Create a disaster communication plan

FEBRUARY: Store enough water for family and pets for at least 7 days

MARCH: Store enough medications for family and pets for at least 30 days

APRIL: Buy an adequate first aid kit and have family take a CPR/First Aid class

MAY: Store enough food for family and pets for at least 7 days

JUNE: Buy a container that will store all disaster supplies

JULY: Buy a portable radio, flashlights, and batteries for your disaster kit

AUGUST: Place clothing, shoes, blankets, sanitation and hygiene supplies in disaster kit

SEPTEMBER: Place tools in your disaster kit

OCTOBER: Place cash in small bills in your disaster kit

NOVEMBER: Place copies of insurance policies and other important papers in disaster kit

DECEMBER: Annually update your disaster kit and review the plan with your family

Monthly: Check quality and expiration dates of food, water and medications